A house of many mansions, january 20, 1940
our commerce grows : every month our organisation is improved
and reinforced. We feel ourselves more confident day by day of our
ability to police the seas and oceans and to keep open and active the
salt-water highways by which we live, and along which we shall
draw the means of victory. It seems pretty certain that half
the U-boats with which Germany began the war have been sunk,
and that their new building has fallen far behind what we expected.
Our faithful Asdic detector smells them out in the depths of the
sea and with the potent aid of the Royal Air Force I do not doubt
that we shall break their strength and break their purpose.
The magnetic mine, and all the other mines with which the
narrow waters, the approaches to this Island, are strewn, do not
present us with any problem which we deem insoluble. It must be
remembered that in the last war we suffered very grievous losses
from mines, and that at the climax more than six hundred British
vessels were engaged solely upon the task of minesweeping. We
must remember that. We must always be expecting some bad
thing from Germany, but I will venture to say that it is with
growing confidence that we await the further developments or
variants of their attack.
Here we are, after nearly five months of all they can do against
us on the sea, with the first U-boat campaign for the first time
being utterly broken, with the mining menace in good control,
with our shipping virtually undiminished, and with all the oceans of
the world free from surface raiders. It is true that the Deutschland
escaped the clutches of our cruisers by the skin of her teeth,
but the Spee still sticks up in the harbour of Montevideo as a
grisly monument and as a measure of the fate in store for any
Nazi warship which dabbles in piracy on the broad waters. As
you know, I have always—after some long and hard experi-
ence—spoken with the utmost restraint and caution about the war
at sea; and I am quite sure that there are many losses and
misfortunes which lie ahead of us there, but in all humility and
self-questioning I feel able to declare that at the Admiralty, as, I
have no doubt, at the French Ministry of Marine, things are not going
so badly after all. Indeed, they have never gone so well in any
naval war. We look forward as the months go by to establishing
such a degree of safe sailings as will enable the commerce of all the
nations whose ships accept our guidance, not only to live but to
thrive. This part—this sea affair—at least, of the Nazi attack
upon freedom is not going to bar the path of justice or of retribution.
Very different is the lot of the unfortunate neutrals.    Whether
on sea or on land, they are the victims upon whom Hitler's hate

